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What is T4I?
• Bacon’s model to describe and resolve problems at a
personal and society level - To improve the State of
Humanity
• The Four Idols (from the Novum Organum) describe
the key problems with the way people think and
reach conclusions about the nature of reality.
• The idols are fallacies, inaccurate conclusions, and
false understandings, transmitted through various
means.
• Humanity is yet to properly address the these Idols or even acknowledge there is a problem in many
cases.

Why should we take notice?
• “If we have any love for natural
truths, any aversion to darkness,
any desire of purifying the
understanding, we must destroy
these idols, which have led
experience captive, and childishly
triumphed over the works of God.”
• [Introduction to Sylva Sylvarium]

What is the solution to the Idols?
How does Humanity usher in
a true “Golden Age?”
• “The formulation of ideas and axioms by
true induction is no doubt the proper
remedy to be applied for the keeping off
and clearing away of idols.”
• Ie, a broad base of observation and
detection of patterns in the data, to form
conclusions closer to “the reality”.

A Note on
Technology
• Our Technological “progress” seems to
mask the human problems described by
the Idols - they still exist, despite our level
of “education”.
• Technology may even exacerbate such
problems, due to the ease one can
transmit/communicate false conclusions
and dogma, and access to WMD’s…
• But the first step is to identify the current Idols…
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The Idols (fallacies) of the
Theatre - Conclusions about
reality through Philosophical,
Scientific and Religious
“Systems”
• Opinions formed from sophistry (fallacious argument) and
false learning in theology, philosophy, science - Grand
systems of philosophy!
• “…all the received systems are but so many stage-plays,
representing worlds of their own creation after an unreal
and scenic fashion.
• …also of many principles and axioms of science, which by
tradition, credulity and negligence have come to be
received.”

Three Kinds of “Theatre”
- as described by Bacon
• Sophistical - based on abstract argument
and speculation (eg Platonists).
• Empirical - based on a single key insight or
narrow base of research (eg William
Gilbert, magnetism)
• Superstitious - any system of thought that
mixes theology and philosophy - Bacon
accused Pythagoras of this.

The Idols (fallacies) of the Cave:
Conclusions about reality
through our Environment
• Opinions that are influenced by training, education,
habit, family, child experiences, authority figures, or
culture.
• “…which refracts and discolours the light of nature;
owing either to his own proper and peculiar nature; or
to his education and conversation with others; or to the
reading of books, and the authority of those he
esteems and admires; or to the differences of
impressions…”

The Idols (Fallacies) of the
Marketplace - Conclusions
about reality through
words/language
• Opinions that arise from false understanding of
words and phrases.
• “And therefore the ill and unfit choice of words
wonderfully obstructs the understanding.
But words plainly force and over-rule the
understanding, and throw all into confusion, and
lead men away into numberless empty
controversies and idle fancies.”

The Idols (Fallacies) of the
Tribe - Conclusions about
reality through our
Senses/Self
• Opinions arising from the mind exaggerating
or distorting observed reality.
• “For it is a false assertion that the sense of
man is the measure of things… and the human
understanding is like a false mirror, which,
receiving rays irregularly, distorts and
discolours the nature of things by mingling its
own nature with it.”

EG: Marketplace Example:
• The ill-defined word “God”
• Christian Definition
• Gnostic Definition (Two Gods: The new
testament Abraxas, the old testament YHWH)
• Judaic Definition (the Tetragrammaton,
Jehovah)
• Muslim Definition (Allah)
• Hindu Definition (hundreds in Puranic
traditions, millions in Tantra traditions)
• How do you define a God anyway?

EG: Theatre Example Cosmologies - Take your pick!
• 15-12th Century BCE: Brahmanda “Cosmic Egg”
Universe (infinite, cyclical, pseudo-”Big Bang”)
• 4th Century BCE: Aristotelian Universe (Earth at centre,
inifinite in time, finite in size)
• 3rd Century BCE: Heliocentric Universe (Sun at centre)
• 6th Century AD: Abrahamic Universe (Finite in time)
• 16th Century AD: Copernican Universe (Fixed stars,
Earth and Sun not at centre)
• 17th Century AD: Cartesian Vortex Universe (infinite,
vortexes of matter)
• 17th Century AD: Newtonian Universe (steady state,
infinite Universe)

Take your pick…
• 20th Century AD: Einsteinian Universe
(static, neither expanding or contracting)
• 20th Century AD: Big Bang Universe
(ever expanding)
• 20th Century AD: Oscillating Universe
(expanding then contracting)
• 20th Century AD: Inflationary Universe
(expanding, contracting, cyclical)
• 20th Century AD: Multiverse (infinite
number of Universes)

EG: Cave Examples The Age of the Universe, Gravity
and the “Cosmological Principle”
• Currently thought to be 13.8 Billion
years old, as “measured” by microwave
background radiation.
• This measurement considered
“sacrosanct” by Physicists who adhere
to the Big Bang theory.

• The largest structure in the Universe SO FAR DISCOVERED - is the
Hercules-Corona Borealis Great Wall
(the HCB Great Wall).
• 10 Billion light years across.
• Contains 5 billion - 5 million billion
galaxies.
• Discovered through mapping of
Gamma-ray bursts in 2013, ie, through
sophisticated observation.

• The Problem is, it should not exist,
according to the Big Bang theory.
• Its existence breaks the “cosmological
principle”:
• that the distribution of matter is
homogenous and isotropic (uniform) when
viewed on a large enough scale.
• Physicists state the largest structure in the
universe should be ~1.2 billion light years
across.
• Also breaks the laws of gravity - too large
to be formed by gravitational interaction
between galaxies.

• It is too large to be a remnant of the
Big Bang.
• “Theoretical models describing the
formation of these structures appear
to be at odds with the observations.”
• - Jon Hakkila, one of the authors of
the study.

• Its existence invalidates the “Big Bang”
age of the universe.
• Given the speed galaxies move, the Sloan
Great Wall (only 1.36 billion light years
across), would have taken 250 billion
years to reach its current position. [Journal
of Cosmology, 2010, Vol 6]
• Given the size of the HCB Great Wall, it
would have taken 1.8 trillion years to reach
its current position and structure.

Some Conclusions
• Bacon’s Scientific Method was designed to
understand causes - both inner causes, and
outer causes:
• Outer: To understand the nature of things
(the Universe).
• Inner: To understand the nature of our mind,
and to destroy the Idols that enslave our
minds, freeing ourselves.
• Francis Bacon applied Idol identification to
himself, attempting to slay his own Idols.

A Challenge, from Him to us
• “For it is a false assertion that the sense of
man is the measure of things. On the
contrary, all perceptions as well of the sense
as of the mind are according to the measure
of the individual and not according to the
measure of the universe.”
• How do we reach the right conclusions,
when our senses cannot be relied upon?
• How do we improve our senses, so we see
“the reality”???

• We don’t see the world as it really is.
• We see through our own prejudices,
imperfect senses and assumptions,
ingrained by parents, siblings, friends,
the media, marketing, education, our
own laziness…
• Observe what is there, not what we
want to be there, or what others say is
there.
• Forever question, and refine our
understanding of reality.

Personal Conclusions
• Most people appear to want to be trapped, by
their own thinking, and by agreeing to “idols”
(fallacies) that don’t reflect reality.
• Or, are trapped by them and don’t even know they
are trapped.
• The Cause: prematurely reaching conclusions, or
agreeing to the conclusions of others, without the
correct (or any) data; without finding out for
yourself.
• The Answer: Stay! - Know that you don’t have the
entire picture. Don’t assume the consensus view is
right!
• Set about consciously searching for the entire
picture. Examine what you hold to be true, and
challenge it all.

